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Mixing system of uranium pebbles and thorium pebbles is compared with thorium blanket system to utilize
thorium in Pebble Bed Fluoride Salt-cooled High Temperature Reactor (PB-FHR). A random modeling method is
introduced to simulate the pebble mixing system. Cases with diﬀerent volume fractions of uranium pebbles are
researched to ﬁnd the optimal utilization of uranium and the lower power nonuniformity. It indicates that using
thorium in pebble mixing system with 80 vol% uranium pebbles can improve uranium utilization by 10%, while
in thorium blanket system it can be increased by 20%. The radial power peak factor in pebble mixing system is
about 1.48 while in thorium blanket system is about 1.83. In-pile residence time of thorium pebbles in pebble
mixing system is only 4.7 year, while in thorium blanket system is 9 year. Thorium utilization with pebble
mixing system in PB-FHR shows a little lower fuel utilization but higher safety and technical feasibility.

1. Introduction
Thorium resources have aroused great interest and attention due to
its abundance, the opportunity to reduce the need for enrichment in the
fuel cycle, the high eta of 233U achievable in a thermal neutron spectrum, and also due to other neutron and thermal physical properties.
Thorium fuel with open cycle is extensively investigated in light water
reactor (Wang, 2003; Saglam et al., 2004; Joo et al., 2004), Heavy
water reactor (Bromley, 2014), and high temperature gas-cooled reactor (Gintner, 2010; Panday, 2011; Brogli et al., 1975). Those studies
have shown that 19.75 wt% LEU fuel and heterogeneous thorium-uranium arrangement are beneﬁcial to improve the utilization of uranium.
Pebble Bed Fluoride salt-cooled High temperature Reactor (PB-FHR)
(Forsberg et al., 2008; François-Paul and Fabien, 2006; Fratoni and
Ehud Greenspan, 2011) is one of candidate Generation IV (Gen IV)
reactors with TRISO (tristructural-isotropic) coated fuel particles and
ﬂuoride salt coolant. The TRISO fuel allows high enriched uranium fuel
due to the high burnup capacity and ﬂexible fuel cycle mode. The
molten salt coolant ensures high intrinsic safety and high power density. PB-FHR is considered to have high commercial feasibility under
current technical conditions.
Based on this viewpoint, thorium blanket system with 19.75 wt%
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enriched uranium in Pebble Bed Fluoride Salt-cooled High Temperature
Reactor (PB-FHR) has been investigated in previous work (Zhu et al.,
2015a), which indicates that 20% utilization rate of uranium can be
improved. However, nonuniformity of radial power distribution in the
recommended model seems large due to its quite lower power density
in thorium region, which will reduce the average power density and as
a consequence, aﬀect the economic competitiveness of nuclear plant.
In this paper, pebble mixing system, deﬁned as thorium pebbles and
uranium pebbles are randomly mixed before returning into the core, is
researched and compared in order to reduce the nonuniformity of radial
power distribution and also keep a good utilization of uranium. It's
worth noting that in such pebble mixing system of PB-FHR, in-pile residence time of thorium can be diﬀerent to that of uranium by adjusting
the return number, which could reconcile the discrepancy between low
conversion rate of Th-232 and high consumption rate of U-235 and is
equivalent to more batches of thorium fuel than uranium fuel in a PWR.
In addition, mixed ﬂow pattern is the most natural refueling scheme
which increases the technical feasibility. However, pebble mixing
system makes approximate neutron spectra of thorium and uranium,
which will decrease the neutron economy and further worsen the utilization of uranium. In fact, for thorium blanket system, neutron spectrum in thorium fuel has been aﬀected to some extent by the graphite
reﬂector and uranium region due to the thin thickness of thorium
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Table 1
Primary parameters of PB-FHR.
Thermal Power

Table 2
Radial dimension of thorium blanket system and pebble mixing system.
1800 MWt

Average power density
Fuel pebble

Coolant
Core inlet temperature
Core outlet temperature
Total primary mass ﬂow

Radial region (outer radius)

Thorium blanket system/pebble mixing
system

Central thorium region/Channel 1
Uranium region/Channel 2
Inner thorium region/Channel 3
Outer thorium region/Channel 4
Outer graphite reﬂector

70.8/125 cm
180/176.8 cm
217.8/216.5 cm
250/250 cm
300/300 cm

3

18 MW/m
6 cm diameter
19.75 wt% U-235 or thorium
∼520,000 pebbles
LiF-BeF2(Li-6 22 ppm)
600 °C
704 °C
7200 kg/s

to channel 3, and to channel 1 and ﬁnally are discharged. In each
channel, thorium pebbles could recycle for several times. In addition,
uranium pebbles only recycle in channel 2 for several times. Arranging
the thorium pebbles with low burnup in the outer channel is in favour
of reducing the neutron leakage and arranging the thorium pebbles
with high burnup in the central channel will lower the power peak
factor. The thickness of uranium region is about 110 cm, which is a best
point to keep an appropriate neutron leakage from uranium region to
thorium region.
For pebble mixing system, thorium pebbles and uranium pebbles
randomly ﬂow into each channel and when ﬂowing out from the reactor, only pebbles with expectant high burnup will discharge and other
pebbles will recycle into the reactor. It's worth mentioning that the
channels in active core are naturally formed by pebble ﬂow rule and no
physical barriers are need. 4 burnup channels are just used to obtain a
radial diﬀerence of burnup and more accurate radial power peak factor
than that of model without radial channels.
Since thorium pebbles and uranium pebbles are randomly distributed in each channel, a random modeling method is used to simulate the pseudorandom distribution of thorium pebbles and uranium
pebbles. This method is achieved in MCNP code by randomly ﬁlling
diﬀerent universe cards in repeated lattices. Body-Centered Cubic
(BCC) lattice is investigated in literature (Kim, 2011). Although the BCC
lattice shows a ﬂexible packing feature of pebbles (< 68%), the implementation of random distribution is complicated due to a large
amount of universes (29 = 512 universes for 2 kinds of pebble) and the
dependence of 1/8 pebble among each lattice vertex.
Simple Hexagonal Prism (SHP) lattice consisting of one integrated
pebble is used here to simplify the universe card as shown in Fig. 2. The
pseudorandom distribution process is decomposed into 3 steps:

blanket and large neutron diﬀusion length. Thus, the utilization of uranium in pebble mixing system may not decrease obviously.
In this manuscript, the mixed ratio of thorium pebbles and uranium
pebbles is adjusted to analyze the uranium utilization and power peak
factor. The pebble mixing reactor model and calculation method are
introduced in Section 2 and Section 3. Meanwhile, a random modeling
method is presented. Discharge burnup and radial power distribution
are discussed in Section 4. Summaries are drawn in Section 5.
2. Reactor model
Reactor models both of thorium blanket system and pebble mixing
system are introduced here.
The primary parameters of a baseline PB-FHR are summarized in
Table 1. The ﬁssion power is 1800 MW, and power density is 18 MW/
m3. There are about 520,000 fuel pebbles with 6 cm diameter in the
active core. The reactor is cooled by FLIBE (2LiF-BeF2) salt with 22 ppm
6
Li and the inlet and outlet temperature of FLIBE are 600 and 704 °C.
Model and geometry parameters in the PB-FHR are shown in Fig. 1
and Table 2. An equivalent cylinder core is used for neutron calculation.
The core has four radial burnup regions and each region is divided
equally into seven burnup layers in the axial. The core height is 500 cm,
and the thickness of graphite reﬂector is 50 cm. Pebble volume fraction
in each region is 60%. The C/U ratio in uranium pebble is 500, and the
C/Th ratio in thorium pebble is 80 which are the optimal fuel utilization scheme based on large amount of simulations. Geometry and material parameters of pebbles are shown in Table 3. To keep an approximate average density of pebbles, the density of shell and matrix in
thorium pebble is changed into 1.25 g/cm3.
For thorium blanket system, thorium pebbles recycle from channel 4

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the reactor geometry with thorium blanket system (left) and pebble mixing system (right).
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Table 3
Parameters of uranium/thorium pebble.
Region

Kernel

Buﬀer

Inner PyC

SiC

Outer PyC

Matrix

Shell

Radius(cm)
Density(g/cm3)
Temperature(K)

0.03
10.5/9.7
1050

0.04
1.0
1050

0.0435
1.87
1050

0.047
3.2
1050

0.0505
1.87
1050

/
1.74/1.25
1050

3–2.5
1.74/1.25
1000

Fig. 2. Pseudorandom distribution of pebbles in core (70% of uranium pebbles
and 30% of thorium pebbles).

Fig. 3. Flow chart of PBRE code.

and nuclides, we can get the nuclide compositions for each burnup
region according to the pebble ﬂow pattern, then new ﬂuxes and cross
sections can be generated by neutron transportation calculation. Main
parameters in equilibrium will be convergent through more than ten
iterations. The burnup is calculated from the view of pebble ﬂow history. In equilibrium, the pebble ﬂows through each burnup region
corresponds to burnup time from fresh fuel to spent fuel (Fig. 4). The
nuclide compositions in each region are the sum of all pebbles through
the region.
In this calculation, thorium pebbles and uranium pebbles are separately mixed before recycle into the reactor channels. In each burnup
region, the pebble geometric model is unchanged while only nuclides

Step 1: Generating a series of universes including thorium pebbles
and uranium pebbles in diﬀerent burnups. In this step, many unit
cells and materials are created.
Step 2: For lattice [i, j, k], calculating the location and judging what
radial channel and axial layer the lattice belongs to. The central
location of lattice [i, j, k] in Cartesian coordinate is [6i+3j, 3 3 j,
6k] for 6 cm diameter sphere. The channel and layer are found by
Boolean operators of surface.
Step 3: According the pebble type and probability required by user,
a random number in (0, 1) is generated and universe type in lattice
[i, j, k] is determined by the probability. For example, 70 percent of
uranium pebble and 30 percent of thorium pebble are required if
lattice [i, j, k] is in channel 1 and the second layer. If the random
number is 0.5 which belongs to (0, 0.7), the lattice will be ﬁlled with
uranium pebble; if the random number is 0.9, the lattice will be
ﬁlled with thorium pebble.
Theoretically, every pebble in core can have unique tab or universe
with speciﬁc pebble-type and speciﬁc burnup. However, this is timeconsuming and unnecessary. Our previous work (Zhu et al., 2015a)
shows that pebbles with the same type but diﬀerent burnups can be
mixed into one kind of pebble with the averaged concentration of nuclides, and it has little impact on the discharge burnup. Therefore, in
each channel and layer, only one kind of thorium pebble and one kind
of uranium pebble are generated.
3. Calculation method
The burnup calculation in equilibrium will be carried out by PBRE
code (Zhu et al., 2015b), which is accurately veriﬁed by the HTR-10
model. PBRE is an equilibrium state searching code directly skipping
the initial state and intermediate state. The ﬂowchart is shown in Fig. 3.
Detail description refers to literature (Zhu et al, 2015b). The basic idea
is that guessing an initial ﬂux and cross section for each burnup region

Fig. 4. Burnup calculation of PBRE code.
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Fig. 5. Neutron energy spectra in diﬀerent fuel cycle systems.

compositions are updated in the iteration calculation. The discharge
burnup of thorium is set as 170 MWd/kgU and it can be achieved by
adjusting the ﬂow speed of thorium pebbles. The ﬂow speed of uranium
pebbles is adjusted to achieve reactor criticality in equilibrium. 1000
pcm excess reactivity is reserved in this calculation.
4. Results and discussion
As analyzed in (Zhu et al, 2015a), neutron leakage from uranium
pebbles play a vital role on fuel utilization. Therefore, in pebble mixing
system, the volume fraction of uranium pebbles is adjusted to change
the neutron leakage and ﬁnd an optimal point of fuel utilization. In this
paper, fuel utilization is evaluated by equivalent discharge burnup
deﬁned as total released energy (including energy from thorium) per
mass of uranium. The mass of thorium is not included because its cost is
very cheaper than 19.75 wt% enriched uranium.
4.1. Neutron energy spectrum
Fig. 6. Equivalent discharge burnup and uranium discharge burnup varied with
volume fraction of uranium pebbles.

The neutron spectra both of thorium blanket system and pebble
mixing system are shown in Fig. 5. For thorium blanket system, neutron
spectrum in channel 4 is softer than in other channels due to the graphite moderation from reﬂector. In addition, neutron spectrum in
thorium region (channel 1 and 3) is slightly harder than in uranium
region due to the lower C/HM ratio, but this phenomenon is not obvious. For pebble mixing system, the neutron spectra in uranium pebbles and thorium pebbles of one channel are mostly same due to the
longer neutron diﬀusion length than pebble's diameter. The diﬀerence
of neutron spectra between two kinds of system is insigniﬁcant, which
may imply that the fuel utilization in pebble mixing system will be same
to that in thorium blanket system.

comprehensible because the energy spectra of thorium pebbles is softened by uranium pebbles as shown in Fig. 5.
4.3. Power distribution and failure fraction
The hot point and power peak factor are important parameters of
reactor design, and relate to the average power density and economic
cost. For PB-FHR, two kinds of heat transfer problems in reactor core
should be paid more attention.
The power nonuniformity in radial direction will deteriorate the
max output temperature of coolant, which usually is the main safety
design constraint since the temperature margin of Nickel-based alloys is
smaller than that of TRISO particles in accident condition. In addition,
ﬂow distribution in the lower chamber has little impact on porous
media core. In pebble mixing system, the total power fraction in each
channel does not change with the volume fraction of uranium pebble. In
order to obtain accurate radial power peak factor, reﬁned radial power
distribution is performed both in recommended thorium blanket system
and pebble mixing system by using TMESH card in cylindrical coordinates (20 meshes in r direction, and 1 mesh in θ direction and z
direction). Results are shown in Fig. 7. The ﬂuctuations in curves are
caused by cutting pebbles. The radial power peak factor in thorium
blanket system is 1.83, and in pebble mixing system is 1.48 (20% lower
than 1.83). The power peak factor appears in the uranium channel for
thorium blanket system. It means that the core average power density
in pebble mixing system can be 20% higher than that in thorium

4.2. Discharge burnup
Burnups varied with volume fraction of uranium pebbles are shown
in Fig. 6. Discharge burnup of uranium increases as the increase of
volume fraction of uranium pebbles due to the decrease of neutron
leakage from uranium pebbles. As mentioned in (Zhu et al, 2015a), it's
beneﬁcial to discharge uranium pebbles at 180 to 200 MWd/kgU for
their appropriate EPN (Energy Per supplementary Neutron) to thorium's. The optimal equivalent discharge burnup is about 245 MWd/
kgU, which is 10% higher than 220 MWd/kgU of only uranium fuel
(Zhu et al, 2015a), and occurs around 70%–80% volume fraction of
uranium pebbles, corresponding to the optimal discharge burnup of
uranium.
Compared with thorium blanket system, the optimal equivalent
discharge burnup in pebble mixing system has a 10% decrease. This is
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Fig. 10. Power peak factor varied with discharge burnup (the data is obtained
from Fig. 9 by ﬁnding the maximal power and average power in pebble burnup
history).

Fig. 7. Comparison of radial power distribution between thorium blanket
system and pebble mixing system.

Fig. 8. Radial power distribution with diﬀerent volume fraction of uranium
pebbles.

Fig. 11. The fuel failure fraction of uranium pebble varied with burnup, calculated by PANAMA (Verfondern et al., 1985).

blanket system for the same maximal output temperature limit.
Another issue is power diﬀerence in one burnup region caused by
burnup and fuel type. The discharge burnups of thorium and uranium
are almost identical in two systems, as well as power diﬀerence coming
from burnup. The power diﬀerences from fuel type varied with the
volume fraction of uranium pebbles are shown in Fig. 8. The larger
volume fraction of uranium pebbles, the smaller power diﬀerence between uranium pebbles and thorium pebbles. For 80% volume fraction
of uranium pebbles, the power in uranium pebble is only 4% larger than
in thorium pebble.
Totally, uranium power peak factor in pebble mixing system is 20%
lower than in thorium blanket system and thorium power peak factor in
pebble mixing system is 20% larger than in thorium blanket system,
while the later diﬀerence may be ignored when considering the possibilities that thorium pebbles are easily mixed into uranium channel in
thorium blanket system. Thorium fuel displays a better irradiation
stability and lower power density than uranium fuel. Therefore, the
main irradiation limit may come from uranium pebbles.
No matter in thorium blanket system or in pebble mixing system,
thorium will lower discharge burnup of uranium pebbles compared
with only uranium mixing system, in which there is only 19.75 wt%
enriched uranium fuel and no thorium fuel. Lower discharge burnup

Fig. 9. One uranium pebble relative power in burnup history with only uranium mixing system.
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Table 4
Parameters comparison between thorium blanket system and homogeneous system.

Power
Equivalent discharge burnup
Radial power peak factor
Failure fraction of uranium pebble∗
In-pile residence time of thorium pebble
Mass of spent nuclide fuel

Thorium blanket system(TBS)

Thoirum-uranium mixing system(TUS)

Only uranium mixing system(OUS)

1800 MW
265 MWd/kgU
1.83
∼10−6
9 year
31 ton-HM/(GWe*year)

1800 MW
245 MWd/kgU
1.48
∼10−6
4.7 year
9.3 ton-HM/(GWe*year)

1800 MW
220 MWd/kgU
1.48
∼2 × 10−5
/
4.2 ton-HM/(GWe*year)

means lower power peak factor, as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. For one
uranium pebble in burnup history, uranium power depends on the location in axial direction and the recycle number (each peak in Fig. 9
shows one recycle in the active core). The power peak divided by the
average power in burnup history would be power peak factor in active
core supposing all pebbles have same burnup history. As shown in
Fig. 10, Power peak factor rises as the increase of discharge burnup. The
pebble power peak factor for thorium-uranium mixing system will be
15% lower than for only uranium mixing system, which further identiﬁes the advantage of thorium addition.
The discharge burnup of uranium not only aﬀects the power peak
factor, but also has a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on failure fraction of TRISO
particles. As the increase of burnup, on the one hand, the ﬁssion gas
accumulates and the internal pressure in TRISO augments. On the other
hand, the SiC strength and Weibull modulus will reduce after long irradiation (Nabielek et al., 2009). Therefore, the fuel failure fraction will
exponential increase as the increase of discharge burnup (Fig. 11). At
present, irradiation data shows that 20% FIMA burnup of TRISO particles is allowed under 1250 °C normal operation (Petti, et al. 2012),
while most of the design burnup in HTGRs (Zhang et al., 2006) is
around 10% FIMA due to the safety consideration when loss of coolant.
Apparently, thorium used in PB-FHR is beneﬁcial to lower the failure
fraction of uranium pebbles.

using thorium fuel, the uranium utilization in pebble mixing system is
lower than that in thorium blanket system, but is still improved by 10%
than that in only uranium mixing system. The radial power peak factor
in pebble mixing system is 20% lower than that in thorium blanket
system. The in-pile residence time of thorium and mass of spent nuclide
fuel in pebble mixing system are far lower than that in thorium blanket
system. Power density plays more signiﬁcant role to economics of nuclear plant than fuel utilization and technology feasibility is very important in a new reactor. Therefore, pebble mixing system is recommended.
The work in this paper is just a brief comparison between thorium
blanket system and pebble mixing system. There is still more optimization work need to be carried out in the future. For example, even in
thorium-uranium mixing pattern, diﬀerent burnups of pebbles could be
returned into diﬀerent channels to reduce the neutron leakage and
power peak factor.

4.4. Residence time of thorium pebble

Appendix A. Supplementary data

One challenge for thorium utilization under once-through fuel cycle
is the long cycle life of thorium fuel, as analyzed in PWR (Wang D.
2003). Similar results appear in PB-FHR with thorium blanket system
due to the very low power density of thorium and extra conversion
process. In pebble mixing system, the pebble numbers of thorium and
uranium are 104,000 and 416,000, while in thorium blanket system are
296,400 and 223,600. The thorium loading has a 2.85 times decrease
but the power fraction of thorium only reduces from 28% to 19.2%. The
in-pile residence time of thorium pebbles in pebble mixing system is 4.7
year, while in thorium blanket system is about 9 year. The lower
thorium loading also means lower mass of spent nuclide fuel. In pebble
mixing system, it will be 9.3 ton-HM/(GWe*year), signiﬁcantly less
than 31 ton-HM/(GWe*year) in thorium blanket system, while larger
than 4.2 ton-HM/(GWe*year) in only uranium mixing system due to the
addition of thorium. Important parameters can be summarized and
compared in Table 4.
The failure fraction of uranium pebble is calculated under the same
temperature history. In reality, the maximal uranium temperature in
each system should be T(OUS) > T(TBS) > T(TUS), which indicates
the fuel failure fraction in thorium-uranium mixing system will lower as
listed in Table 4.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.pnucene.2019.02.005.
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